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Worldviews, logic, and earth’s age—part 1
John K. Reed and Shaun Doyle
Despite claims of contemporary Christian scholars, logic demonstrates that an old earth is inextricably intertwined with
the Enlightenment worldview of naturalism. Since Christianity and naturalism are fundamentally at odds, the contrary
is also true; belief in an old earth is inconsistent with Christianity—a point reinforced by its own logic. Any proposed
rationale for integrating the old-earth paradigm with Christianity must overcome this relationship between the old-earth
paradigm and the two worldviews.

Since the late 18th century, many Christian academics and
theologians have embraced an old earth,1 claiming that it is
compatible with Christianity.2 Even conservative Christian
scholars have been swept along.3 They think deep time and
Christianity are like Romeo and Juliet—lovers fated to be
together. The process has become predictable; scientists
advance the latest iteration of the old-earth paradigm using
‘scientific evidence’4–6 and theologians follow meekly, generating new interpretations of Genesis to accommodate it.7–9
These theologians and academics argue that: 1) Christianity is perfectly compatible with an old earth,10,11 and 2) biblical
creationists are a danger to the church, since they make
Christians the enemies of science and rationality.4,12 Their
actual arguments for an old earth are typically rehashed secularism, empirical, and heavy on scientific authoritarianism.6
We believe that the old-earth paradigm is wrong, and that
a new line of argument is warranted for the sake of Christians who feel trapped by ‘scientific evidence’. Science, the
child of Christianity, is a valuable source of knowledge.
But when it is distorted in the service of naturalism,13,14
we must undo the distortions to restore its intrinsic value.
But in this specific argument, logic offers greater certainty
than science. When we examine the issue using logic from
the perspective of competing worldviews, the Christian
case for an old earth is severely weakened by virtue of
its compatibility with naturalism and its incompatibility
with Christianity. If logic links the old earth to naturalism,
fundamental loyalties require all Christians to abandon it.

Argument from logic
Logic demonstrates that naturalism is the home of the
old-earth paradigm. This conclusion rests on: (1) the internal logic of both worldviews and (2) their incompatibility.
This logic is reinforced by Christian old-earth proponents
arguing for a mere compatibility with their worldview
rather than its natural consistency, their inability to place
science and history in a proper context, and surrender to
the false idea of a presuppositional unity between science
and naturalism.15
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Positive internal logic: old earth fits naturalism

A positive internal logic of both worldviews links
naturalism to the old-earth paradigm (figure 1). Although
worldviews have many facets, three are essential for this
discussion: metaphysics, epistemology, and philosophy of
history (figure 2).
Our cosmos’s past rests on the nature of reality. Naturalism
proposes that ultimate reality is some form of eternal matter/
energy containing an inherent tendency towards evolutionary
self-organization (figure 3A). There is a link between this
metaphysical materialism and epistemological positivism.
If reality is only matter and energy, then knowledge of it
is best supplied by science (figure 3B). History is then the
scientific understanding of materialistic evolution (figure
3C), requiring an absolute uniformity inherent to nature. An
absolute materialism combined with an absolute uniformity implies an eternal universe.16 But the current trend of
entropy can only be extrapolated back so far; therefore the
cosmos is not eternal. Thus materialism and/or uniformity
are not absolute.17 Even secular scientists insist on a cosmic
beginning. If matter is self-evolving, estimates of the time
needed for evolution run in the billions of years. The logical
links between these propositions are self-evident, internally
consistent, and completely contrary to Christianity.
Since naturalism’s philosophy of history requires the best
possible scientific extrapolation back in time, uniformity
is assumed,18,19 which includes a strict uniformitarianism,
because a positivistic epistemology must establish an absolute
chronology20 using the ‘clocks’ found in the rock and fossil
records. This explains the vigor of the past conflict (red
herring though it was) between ‘uniformitarianism’ and
‘catastrophism’.
Uniformitarianism is also the basis for the geologic
timescale, which ‘proves’ deep time. The strength of the
link between deep time and naturalism is illustrated by
the singular lack of effect on the timescale by the modern
revival of catastrophism.21 The geologic timescale remains
the accepted convention, with the same basic event sequence,22 although its methods of telling time have evolved.
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Type of
Argument

Internal logic of naturalism

Materialism + positivism = uniformitarianism; implies
billions of years. Deep time inherent to naturalism.
Uniformitarianism = time scale = billions of years. Deep
time inherent to naturalism.
Uniformitarianism = low-energy process = billions of
years. Deep time inherent to naturalism.

Precedence of revelation over human knowledge means
God has final word on earth’s age.
Precedence of special revelation over general revelation
undermines Christian old-earth case.
Man’s knowledge limited by finitude and sin. Any human
case for old earth therefore questionable.
Purpose of God, His glory through His people, does not
require or accommodate an old earth.
Ex nihilo creation = appearance of age; implies young
earth.

Internal logic of Christianity

Providence contradicts ‘chance and necessity’ and thus
evolution. No evolution = no need for old earth.
Providential work of God, both mediate and immediate,
contradicts uniformitarianism, thus old earth.
Bible is complete narrative from beginning of history to
its end. Narrative set on young earth.
Bible presents internal chronology from beginning
which presents young earth.
Revelation tells of global Flood; implies much of rock
record in a year; thus young earth.
Christ and Apostles refer to people and events of the
young-earth framework.

Like naturalism, the Christian view of history flows from
metaphysical and epistemological distinctives (figure 3).
Unlike naturalism, Christianity affirms an infinite, eternal,
unchanging God as ultimate reality. The cosmos is derivative,
created out of nothing and subsequently sustained by unlimited divine power and wisdom. If physical reality originated
with God, then the Christian epistemological emphasis on
revelation marks its internal consistency.

Claim that old earth is from textual considerations alone
fails under analysis of text.
Revelation teaches creation of life, higher life, and man
within the space of four days.
Bible teaches death was result of Adam’s sin. Old-earth
Christians must reject this teaching.
Cosmos under decay. If old, then inherent. If inherent, it
contradicts nature of God and Genesis 1:31.

arguments

God’s nature and attributes are contrary to process of
evolution over history.

Related logical

Truth comes from God, and the ultimate form of truth is
His word. This means that revelation takes precedence in our
understanding of reality. As Romans 3:4 (NASB) states: “let
God be found true, though every man be found a liar”. Human
knowledge is uncertain in two ways; first, man is finite, and
second, the noetic effects of sin cloud our minds and darken

Materialism implies evolution; evolution implies billions
of years. Deep time inherent to naturalism.

Uniformitarianism covers gaps in rock record. Implies
billions of years; deep time inherent to naturalism.

Negative internal logic: old earth does not fit Christianity

The Bible—superior to human knowledge and
‘general revelation’

Summary of Argument
Materialism + uniformity = eternal universe. But it is not
eternal; materialism and/or uniformity not absolute.

Arguments from logic

Biostratigraphy, radiometric dating, cyclostratigraphy, and
magnetostratigraphy (and others) have replaced the original
geologic processes (e.g. erosion, the sedimentary record,
volcanism 23–25) first used as ‘clocks’. Even catastrophic
geologic processes do not affect deep time. The uneasy
relationship between uniformitarianism and catastrophism
remains muddled, because few geologists understand the
philosophical nature of uniformity in their view of history.
Uniformitarianism further strengthens the ties between
an old earth and naturalism, since the features of earth’s
crust require either a short, intense, convulsive history or an
extended one marked by low-energy processes operating with
metronomic regularity (figure 4). Opting for the latter, deep
time is a part of naturalism.
Finally, uniformitarianism links deep time to naturalism
by filling the gaps that mark so much of the rock record.26 The
physical rock record is anemic relative to the time demanded
by geologists, but it is the primary physical evidence of the
past, and positivism requires physical evidence. It is like
having a book with most of the pages missing; we are hard
pressed to follow the story, unless, and only unless, those
pages are irrelevant or repetitive. Since relevance cannot be
discerned, then repetition is required. And if a strict repetition
is precluded by the necessity of evolution, then at least the
strong similarity engendered by a progressive uniformitarian
history will allow confident extrapolation across those gaps,15
and thus continued confidence in deep time.
In all of these ways, the old-earth paradigm is shown to
be the logically consistent handmaiden of the worldview of
naturalism. That is why advocates of naturalism continue to
affirm it, in spite of the problems with eternalism, evolution,
and neocatastrophism. The faith commitment of its advocates
to the philosophical link (figure 2) trumps these issues.

Old earth arguments assert mere compatibility with
Bible. Young earth position asserts consistency with
Bible.
Old earth Christians allow science to speak for
history. This suggests positivism, which is inherent to
naturalism.

Figure 1. Summary of the logical arguments linking the old-earth
paradigm to naturalism and excluding it from Christianity.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the worldviews of Christianity and naturalism
with respect to metaphysics, epistemology, and philosophy of history.

our hearts. Thus, our best source of true, certain knowledge
about God, nature, and ourselves is God, who is not limited
and is not touched by sin. But mankind has a propensity to
reject His truth.27 We want to pretend that our knowledge is
just as good as God’s. Theologian Robert Dabney rejected
this error when he stated:
“I repeat, if any part of the Bible must wait to have its
real meaning imposed upon it by another, and a human
science, that part is at least meaningless and worthless to
our souls. It must expound itself independently; making
other sciences ancillary, and not dominant over it.”28
Thus, any case for an old earth based on human
knowledge faces the uncertainty engendered by these limits.
Old-earth Christians agree to the primacy of revelation, but
justify their adherence to secular natural history by claiming
it is the outgrowth of ‘general revelation’, as understood by
science. Although general revelation and natural theology
are valuable within their proper boundaries, these Christians
miss the point.
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Christianity

A

First, science and natural history are not necessary for
general revelation. As general revelation, it has been open to
all people everywhere at all times. On the other hand, science
and natural history have only been around for a few centuries,
and so clearly have not been available to everybody in history.
Second, the object of knowledge in science and natural history
is different from that of general revelation. General revelation
is about God; science and natural history are about nature.
Finally general revelation is inferior to special revelation.
General revelation serves only to condemn, not save (Romans
1:18–23). If science and natural history were outgrowths
of general revelation, they would never lead to salvific
knowledge of God by themselves. Moreover, unlike general
revelation, special revelation (the Bible) is propositional—in
it God speaks directly to us in human language. General
revelation is a message, though it is not mediated through
syntactic language. As such, what can be revealed about God
through it is limited. In the same way, the truths of science
and natural history are not delivered linguistically.29 Rocks,
fossils, genomes, and stars do not actually speak—not even
about God, let alone about science or natural history. Raw data
is not the same thing as the message we derive from them—all
sorts of biases and blindness can stymie our interpretations
of the data. This is different from real general revelation.
It is so clear that we are morally culpable for ignoring and
suppressing it (Romans 1:18–23). But its truth value does
not guarantee the truth of our theories in science or natural
history. Moreover, as special revelation is God’s speech, it
has intrinsic authority on any subject discussed therein, even
if only in passing. It thus provides the sole benchmark by
which to measure all other propositional communication, as
well as the authoritative framework in which to interpret all
non-propositional information.30 Therefore, whether secular
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Figure 3. The internal logic of both worldviews pushed inexorably towards a completely different view of the past. These views are driven by distinct
views of metaphysics and epistemology. Though internally consistent, the views of both worldviews are decidedly contrary.
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Figure 4. The nature of the past in terms of the formation of crustal
features is quite different between the two worldviews. Naturalism
espouses a uniformitarian view that emphasizes the regularity of process
over time, within narrowly defined energy limits (shaded bar). Christianity,
on the other hand, teaches that the majority of crustal features were
formed during the 377 days of creation and the Flood.

natural history could be twisted and made to fit the category of
‘general revelation’ or not, it must still bow before the Bible.31

The Bible affirms a young earth
The Christian philosophy of history sees the record of the
past in the Bible. Genesis starts with “In the beginning …” and
the story ends in Revelation. There is no reason to look outside
the Bible for an outline of the past. Creation–Fall–Flood–Rebellion–Israel–Christ–Church–Apocalypse: a comprehensive
history of this universe exists, the fabric of which is rent by any
intrusion of evolutionary uniformitarianism. This narrative
also contradicts naturalism because it is a record of God’s
action in history. Neither does it allow for any prehistory
(whether 14 microseconds or 14 billion years) since the first
event testified to is the absolute beginning. It contradicts all
the axioms of the old-earth paradigm. If old-earth Christians
wish to argue for an old earth, they must do so in the face of
the contrary record of Scripture.
In addition, this narrative contains embedded chronological information that confirms a young earth. Although many
contemporary Christian scholars reject biblical chronology,5,11,12 a sufficiently accurate chronology invalidates any
old-earth scenario.32 Even if gaps exist in some chronologies,
the contextual narrative precludes long periods of lost time.33
This has driven several recent Christian scholars back to
Genesis 1:1–3, seeking a modification of the traditional gap
theory. However, this ignores, for example, Exodus 20:11 and

31:17, which clearly state that everything was created in six
ordinary 24-hour days, thereby placing the absolute beginning
at the beginning of the first of those days.34
Other events link Christianity and a young earth. Genesis
teaches a global Flood35 that inundated the planet for more
than a year.36 If true, its hydraulic and tectonic work would
have been responsible for much of the rock and fossil records
that supposedly provide primary evidence for an old earth. If
they were emplaced so quickly, then a young earth follows.
The events and people of the first chapters of Genesis are
affirmed by Christ and His Apostles in the New Testament.37,38
Adam, Eve, and Noah are spoken of as real people, and the
events of their lives are given in detail, leaving no doubt that
Christ and his Apostles took the early part of Genesis as literal
history, affirming a young earth. Since they are described
as the cornerstone and foundation of the church (Ephesians
2:20), it seems presumptuous for any Christian to contradict
their teaching.
Some defenders of the old-earth paradigm claim that their
reinterpretations of biblical history are driven purely by textual considerations. Ross, for example, claims that the biblical
narrative is consistent with the timespan and event sequence of
secular deep time.39 However, this approach is becoming less
common as biblical creationists’ work has shown the many
contradictions between deep time and a historical reading of
the particulars (esp. Genesis 1–11).40 No satisfactory textual
theory has emerged;41 all have severe problems and most
end up twisting biblical texts to fit whatever secular fad is in
vogue. Honest old-earth exegetes acknowledge that the best
reading of the actual text is the traditional one advocated by
biblical creationists.42
A wrinkle on this position is the claim that the Bible is
silent with regard to natural history,10,43 and therefore, it is
acceptable to default to secular natural history. They think
that the texts relevant to natural history (i.e. Genesis 1–11)
speak in hyperbolic ways to localized conditions and/or
are archetypical legends that follow Ancient Near Eastern
conventions of abstract theological dialogue.44 However, this
view strips the texts of their meaning. In addition to ignoring
the many indications of narrative, Genesis 5 and 11 would
no longer provide a chronological link between Adam and
Abraham which the dates in the genealogies clearly imply.
The logic of the Flood narrative is also destroyed if it is a local
event (e.g. why build an ark for 100 years and take birds on
board if people and animals could avoid the Flood by leaving
Mesopotamia? 45). Furthermore, this view divorces Genesis
2–4 from Genesis 5:1–3 and Genesis 1 from Genesis 2 and
5. Genesis 1–11 is a coherent and well-structured narrative
intended to be read as factual history.46
Moreover, they are arbitrarily selective in their adoption of
secular natural history. If the Bible is silent on natural history,
then any account of natural history is acceptable. Why assume
secular scientists have it right? Without testimony (implicit
in the idea of a prehistory), the physical evidence is open to
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interpretation by whatever philosophy seems feasible and
there is no independent way to verify those conclusions.47 In
short, the physical evidence can’t ‘speak for itself’ because
it can’t speak at all!
The creation and providence framework of orthodox
Christianity (figure 2) is a far stronger positive fit with a
young-age historical framework. Why were people, the focus
of creation and providence, not present for almost all the past?
Moreover, the popular old-earth framework is clearly derived
from naturalism.15,48 Since naturalism is both antagonistic to
Christianity and self-refuting,49,50 it makes no sense to marry
its history with the Bible even if the Bible were silent on
natural history. Finally, not only do the old-earth advocates
always side with secularists on these points, but many join in
deriding biblical creationists, a stance not honouring to God
or consistent with Christian ethics.
Creation and providence support a young earth In addition to the direct teachings of revelation, the theological tradition derived from revelation also supports a young earth. One
link between Christianity and a young earth is found in God’s
purpose in creation—His glory.51 Since He determined to be
glorified through the redemption of a particular people into an
eternal kingdom,52 then Christ, not evolution, is the focus of
history. Thus, there is no need for an old earth because God’s
stated purpose is readily achieved without prehistory. There
was no long evolutionary progression prior to mankind—God
created man in His image at “the beginning of creation” (Mark
10:6). There is no need for an old earth, and the narrative of
revelation precludes it as a reasonable position.
Moreover, an old earth is problematic for the notion of creation as a revelation of God’s omnipotence. The simplest solution for demonstrating omnipotence would be instantaneous
creation of a fully functional cosmos. Indeed, some influential
Church Fathers (e.g. Origen and Augustine) asserted this,
and reinterpreted Genesis 1 accordingly.53 However, they
were still young-earth creationists; an instantaneous creation
merely shortens the biblical chronology by a week. However,
the traditional view has both a strong exegetical case against
instantaneous creation54 and a solid theological purpose for a
Creation Week as the paradigmatic example of, and historical
precedent for, the Israelite work week (Exodus 20:11, Exodus
31:17) instituted for the Israelites’ benefit (Mark 2:27). God
worked six days and ‘rested’ on the seventh to set a precedent
for human activity. Like instantaneous creation, the traditional
view implies a mature creation, which would exhibit an appearance of age. Trees would soar from mature soil horizons,
watered by streams ‘eroded’ into the land surface. Therefore,
the traditional view balances God’s omnipotence with his
other purposes in creation. Old-earth Christians have no case
against the instantaneous creation view. Scripture does not
support them, either by direct exegesis or by a theological
basis for deep time. Worse, deep time detracts from God’s
omnipotence by minimizing his work relative to ‘natural’
processes. Even secularists accept a ‘beginning’ at the big
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bang. Creation over deep time is a demonstration of divine
weakness.
The old-earth paradigm also clashes with the doctrine of
Providence. God did not simply create the cosmos; He upholds
its continued existence in an intimate, ongoing fashion—sparrows, trees, hairs on your head, etc. Providence contradicts the
‘necessity and chance’ of materialistic evolution. By extension, it contradicts an old earth, and it demands Christians
abandon arguments for an old earth based on secular theories,
which assume a materialistic, self-maintaining cosmos.
Providence also contradicts the mindless progression
of uniformitarianism. Uniformity requires an underlying
continuity of cause and effect that must either reside in nature
or in God. Naturalism chooses the former; Christianity, the
latter. But the physical discontinuity of the beginning of the
universe demonstrates that this continuity must exist in God
or not at all. This is reinforced by the Bible’s teaching that
God is continuously and intimately involved in all aspects of
earth history. The idea that God set ‘natural laws’ in motion
and then occasionally intervenes ‘miraculously’ is false. God
acts in the world all the time. His regular mediate providence
appears to us as natural laws, but is in fact the manifestation
of God.55 He also reserves the right to work directly, or ‘immediately’, manifested as miracles and answered prayers.
Everything about the ongoing existence of the contingent
creation is ‘supernatural’. This refutation of uniformitarianism
by providence also links a young earth to Christianity.

God’s goodness and sin’s depravity support a
young earth
The doctrine of sin affirms that physical mortality was the
result of Adam’s sin and God’s subsequent judgment. Oldearth Christians must reject this doctrine or modify it beyond
recognition; otherwise, they cannot explain the fossil record of
death and extinction long before ‘Adam’ ever appeared on the
scene. Another facet of God’s judgment was the subjugation
of man’s environment to a bondage of decay. Once again,
this is congruent with a young earth. Otherwise, the record
of that bondage, evident in the fossil and rock records, would
have been inherent to the original creation. This of course
contradicts both the nature of God and his pronouncement
in Genesis 1:31, as well as the testimony in Romans 8 as to
its cause being the Fall.
Likewise, the nature and attributes of God are at odds with
an old earth. Any process of evolution, as described by secular
natural historians, could have nothing to do with the God of
the Bible. Any being that is infinite, eternal, and unchanging
in his being, wisdom, power, holiness, justice, goodness, and
truth could not countenance ‘creation’ by means of evolutionary processes. That inherent evil and waste only makes sense
in terms of the Fall and the judgment of the Flood.
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Christianity—only consistent with a young earth
In all these things, Christianity demonstrates consistency
between its worldview and a young earth. In the same way,
it demonstrates the absence of the same with an old earth.
Thus, logic demands that the old-earth paradigm be assigned
to its proper home in the worldview of naturalism and the
young-earth paradigm be firmly wedded to Christianity. The
implications present us with a necessary and formidable battle to retake natural history. But they also provide the church
with a clarity it has lacked for more than two centuries.
Theologians who ignore the force of this logic muddy the
divide between the two worldviews and confuse the church.
Two related logical points

In addition to the internal logic of both worldviews, there
are two related points. The first deals with the evidential
strength of the relative positions and the second with a
presuppositional blind spot of many old-earth proponents.
An important difference in evidential strength exists
between the positions of young-earth and old-earth
Christians. It is the distinction between compatibility and
consistency with special revelation. By that, we mean the
distinction between the possible and the necessary. Compatible evidence is that which might fit the proposition; there
is no obvious contradiction, but neither is there a necessary
positive connection. Evidence that is consistent, on the
other hand, goes beyond compatibility to present a strong
positive congruence.
Most old-earth proponents paint themselves into the
weaker position by arguing on the basis of a compatibility
with the Bible and Christianity. For example, they propose
that different words or phrases in the Bible can have varying
meanings; the correct one is defined by ‘general revelation’.
This has been a staple since the 19th century.56 Their only
positive theological argument is indirect and non-unique. It
emphasizes Christianity’s intellectual tradition and its links
with science in the light of general revelation, but these fall
far short of the arguments by young-earth proponents. Furthermore, these points are affirmed by biblical creationists,
but with an acknowledgment of the superiority of special
revelation. Finally, these positions are typically window
dressing for a capitulation to secular ‘science’.
Moreover, many Christian old-earth proponents
exhibit an unacknowledged link with naturalism. That is
the unquestioning acceptance of the fuzzy positivism that
permeates modern academic thought. It manifests itself
primarily in an inability to adequately distinguish history
from science.57 The ‘historical sciences’ have become such
a part of our culture that few people address the assumption that unique, unobserved past events are the fodder
of science, much less the far different confidence levels
between the two. Reed58 incorporated the distinctions of
Adler59 to distinguish forensic natural history from science
and classify it as a ‘mixed question’. Old-earth Christians

typically manifest a fetish for historical science, and seem
oblivious to the underlying epistemological conflicts with
their own worldview. In the same way many unnecessarily
adopt the related position of ‘methodological naturalism’.60
Both seem to manifest secular positivism.
Conclusion
Belief in an old earth is a tenet of the worldview of
naturalism. It fits the logic of that worldview in every possible
manner, and is congenial to its underlying uniformitarian and
evolutionary philosophy of history. On the contrary, it is the
proverbial square peg in the Christian worldview, and attempts
to hammer it into place tear and fray the fabric of orthodoxy.
Logic requires that Christians give up their vain attempts at
reconciliation with the tenets of secular natural history.
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